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What is JMP Statistical Discovery Software
Florida Tech now offers a site-license for SAS Corporation’s JMP Pro Analytic software, brought to you by the Institutional Compliance department.

JMP Pro provides all the superior visual data access and manipulation, interactivity, comprehensive analyses, and extensible capabilities that are the hallmarks of JMP, then adds modern predictive modeling, cross-validation, exact measures of association, one-click bootstrapping and model comparison features. Whether in managing customer lifetime value or monitoring complex engineering processes, the most successful companies are constantly adapting to a continuously changing environment by using historical data to make future projections.

A challenge to many students in applied statistics courses is getting from concept to effective application. While most statistics software requires the user to memorize where techniques and graphics are located on menus, JMP provides a smart interface that reinforces concepts and provides an intuitive framework for real-world data analysis.

For more information about JMP, visit their website at: http://www.jmp.com/software/jmp10/.

Licensing

Florida Tech offers a site-license for all university faculty, staff, and students. The software can be installed on both FIT property and non-FIT property computer systems.

Installation

Faculty, Staff, and Students may download JMP Pro directly from the University’s I.T. webpage at: https://fltech.sharepoint.com/IT/SitePages/JMP-Professional.aspx

Supported Operating Systems
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The JMP Pro software from SAS Corporation is compatible with the following Operating Systems:

- Windows XP, Vista, 7 (32 & 64bit)
- Apple OSX 10.6+ (32 & 64bit)

Maintaining of Software

The Lab Support Services, Information Technology department is primary responsible for all licenses and software maintenance. They can be contacted through the Technology Support Center.

Location of Software

The software can be found in all Lab Support Services, Information Technology supported multimedia classrooms, open-computer labs, and instructor workstations. For a complete list of these specific locations, please click here: Computing Labs.
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Support requests can be forwarded to the Technology Support Center for processing by visiting their homepage at http://www.it.fit.edu.
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